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COMPLETE  SPECIFICATIONS.
Expansion Rollers.
each floor beam or strut, and at the end if practicable.
47.    All bridges 80 feet or more in length shall have at one end nests of turned friction rollers running between planed surfaces.    Rollers shall be not less than 3 inches in diameter, and the pressure per lineal inch of roller, including the proper increment, shall not exceed 1200 /T(d« diameter of rollers in inches).
48.    Bridges less than 80 feet in length shall be free to move at one end on planed surfaces.
49.    Single track bridges shall have the lower chord end panels stiffened, whether the end posts are vertical or inclined; and all through spans shall have stiff hip-verticals.
50.    Provision shall be made for a free expansion and contraction of the completed structure corresponding to a variation of temperature of 150 degrees Fahrenheit.
51.    Bed plates shall be so proportioned that the pressure upon masonry, including the* proper increment, shall not exceed 400 pounds per scjuare inch.
52.    All sections shall preferably be made symmetrical and the pins placed in the line of tin* neutral axis.
53.    All truss bridges with parallel chords shall be cambered by making the top chord longer titan the bottom chord, in the proportion of I,  inch for each 10 feet of length.
54.    In every case the connections between the wind bracing and the chords must  bo of greater strength than the wind bracing it self, and  so designed as to avoid as far as possible inducing bending moments in any members of the structure: and such connections must be capable of transferring the longitudinal components of the  wind  stresses' into the main truss chords in a direct and  s'tti^factnrv manner, or a separate chord must be used for the lateral system.
C.—Riveted Work.
Plate Jirders.         55-    Web plates of girders must be spliced at
all joints with a plate on each side of the web. capa ble of transmitting the full shearing stress thrum.;!' the splice rivets.
•Sliding Bearings.
Stiff Lower •Chord and Hip-Verticals.
Assumed
Temperature
Variation.
Pressure on Masonry.
Symmetrical Sections.
Camber.
Connections for Wind Bracing.

